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                                                                            It's kinda badass for Pinhead to sacrifice himself just to protect Kirsty and Tiffany and to die like a man. In fact, if you watch the first two movies carefully, the Cenobites are NOT the villains at all, it's the human beings that summon them with the Puzzlebox because they have bad intentions. (Pain and pleasure.) The Cenobites are simply giving them what they want. Pinhead's like a prison guard who bounty hunts the prisoners who escape from Hell. Just like Pinhead says, Demons to Some, Angels to Others. Which is why I felt Hell on Earth - Judgement felt like fanfictions rather than real sequels because they instead made Pinhead a slasher villain with a world-domination plan that he didn't have in the first two movies. To a point where he mentions to Kirsty in Hellseeker that his sacrifice was a waste of time. Which completely misses the point of Pinhead as a compelling character.
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